List of competing models assessed through model selection p. 3 Method description concerning annual taxon-specific temperature, salinity and stratification anomalies. 
List of competing models assessed through model selection
Models considered for all taxa:
year + temperature year + salinity year + stratification index Models additionally considered for taxa that reach median biomass prior to 15 June:
year + ice year + DIN year + DIP
Models additionally considered for diatoms and Ebria tripartita:
year + silicate
Taxon-specific environmental covariates for the annual model
We considered effects of salinity, temperature and stratification index as covariates for all taxa in the state-space models describing inter-annual biomass dynamics. These annual covariates were constructed by first fitting a statistical model to the raw data.
We used monitoring data on temperature and salinity, averaged for the top ten meters, as well as the calculated stratification index (Equation 1 in article) from all seasons. The data were retrieved in two parts from the data portal of The International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 29.10.2018. The area was restricted to be 22.84 to 26.40 longitude and 59.28 to 60.20 latitude.
Stations were further filtered to have a depth of at least 40 meters, and to further restrict the data to pelagic stations twelve coastal stations were manually removed.
For each taxon, observations were used from a 60-day wide time window, ending on the day when the taxon on average reaches its median biomass. The taxon-specific median dates (when 50% of the cumulative biomass was reached) were calculated from the fitted smoothing functions for Julian day in the day-level observation models for daily biomasses (see Methods in manuscript). The timing of the median is reported in Table I in the article. This was necessary, as the goal was to capture the environmental covariates that affected the period of most substantial accumulation of the biomass.
Each of the three variables were individually analysed as the response variable in generalised additive mixed models (GAMM), over unique time-windows for each taxon separately. The GAMM applied had cyclic smoothing functions of Julian day and random effects (on the intercept) of factors year and location. We further applied identity link functions and Gaussian error distributions. Time series of the annual mean anomalies for temperature, stratification index, and salinity were subsequently created by extracting the fitted random effects of factor variable year.
The final time series of covariates applied were obtained by z-scoring the annual random effect estimates. The taxon-wise results are presented in Figures S3, S4 and S5. wintertime means, and ice is the annual number of days with ice-cover. In contrast to temperature, salinity and stratification, these variables are the same for all taxa they were applied to. However, notice that all covariates were zscored before the actual analyses. 
Supplementary tables SI, SII, SIII and SIV

